Summer 2024 Equine Vet Assistant Position:

Dr. Mike Stewart of Stewart Equine Clinic in Windsor, CT – awesome learning opportunity! He predominantly works on horses, all over CT, MA, and NY. He travels with his assistant, pharmacy, and other equipment to a range of horse properties in the area. Advanced horse handling experience is required.

- This is a part-time position (2/3 days/week), but there may be some possible long days.
- Must have proficient knowledge of and experience handling horses.
- Duties include:
  - assisting in evaluations and procedures
  - filling out treatment sheets
  - writing notes from appointments
  - carrying equipment and supplies
- The individual must possess an ambitious attitude and interpersonal skills, take directions, be comfortable driving, have phone/technology skills, and decent handwriting.

Wage is $16.00/hour

If interested, please contact Lisa Stewart at 860-729-2877